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Price Transparency Will Improve Healthcare Markets

The U.S. healthcare industry, which at $3.6 trillion in 2018 represents almost 18 percent of the U.S. economy, lacks available real prices at the time of purchase, despite the fact that an increasing share of Americans purchase healthcare services out of pocket. We believe that price transparency will benefit consumers by reducing costs associated with revenue cycles and reducing misallocation of resources, which in turn can simultaneously create opportunities for providers.

The U.S. healthcare industry lacks meaningful prices

In today’s healthcare industry, the concept of a relevant, meaningful price for healthcare services has been lost. The prices proffered in U.S. healthcare are wrong. Today’s prices do not reflect a market clearing price and thus miss beneficial transactions for consumers and
Any rational discussion of pricing is further confused by the dominant and ambiguous role of insurance. There are charged amounts, allowed amounts, patient responsibility net of copays, coinsurance, and deductibles, all of which confuse the consumer and are hidden or unknown at the time of purchase.

Prices charged do not reflect any apparent underlying logic aligned with consumer interests. Recent empirical research show that the actual transactional price of healthcare services varies all over the place within the same hospitals, across hospitals within a market, across state lines, and between cash transactions versus transactions covered by insurance. Price transparency is an essential precursor if we hope to improve the health of Americans in a financially responsible manner.

Consider the following example. The average commercial price for a prostatectomy in Washington DC is $33,285, with a range from $18,151 to $60,853, a difference of more than 330 percent. [1] An individual with a family deductible of $7,000 and 20 percent coinsurance would face out-of-pocket costs of between $9,230 and $17,770 using their insurance. However, a pure cash price alternative is available at $13,968. [2] Hence, if the insurer’s negotiated rates are in the top quartile, the individual would be better off paying cash.

This example highlights both the significant price variation as well as the potential for up front transparent cash prices to benefit consumers. These findings suggest that the healthcare market is dysfunctional as a result of market failure due to a lack of price and quality transparency available to consumers at the time of purchase.

With 30 percent of the employed workforce now in high-deductible health plans, households are being been transformed into at-risk, cash-wielding consumers. After deductibles are met, many individuals are still subject to coinsurance payments. Thus, negotiated prices are crucial to decision-making and providers increasingly must receive payment directly from patients. Taken together, out-of-pocket “patient responsibility” is now the third largest payer in most U.S. hospitals. Consumers—even determined consumers—cannot discern in advance the price they will pay for basic medical services.
Forty years of expanding third-party insurance has created a payment apparatus that is opaque to a consumer. Contracts are based on unit of services, Current Procedural Terminology codes, or Diagnosis Related Groups that do not conform to common sense ways in which patients would purchase medical care. Furthermore, contracted rates between payors and providers are protected as proprietary and confidential elements despite patients being enjoined financially to their terms ex post. In other markets such as hotels, airlines, and higher education price discrimination is common, but not even in the darkest recesses of the market such as payday loans do we require consumers to pay prices not discernable in advance. Quite simply, this is a problem where transparency regulation is a reasonable intervention.

**The move to high deductible health plans**

One of the most significant shifts in healthcare demand over the last decade is the steady rise of high deductible plans. Of the 153 million commercially insured individuals, 82 percent have a health plan with a minimum annual deductible, paid by the member, before coverage begins. The average annual deductible is $1,655, up 41 percent since 2014 and 162 percent since 2009. The percentage of households impacted by higher deductibles is growing fast—70 percent of single coverage deductibles exceed $1,000 and more than 30 percent exceed $2,000, up from 18 percent just five years ago. [3]

This shift to high deductibles has created a large and growing segment of consumers paying cash for healthcare services. In 2017, consumers spent $365 billion out of their own pockets [4]. This is less than Medicare ($660 billion) and Medicaid ($521 billion), but greater than any single private insurer. At the same time, there are now more than 25 million Health Savings Accounts that hold $53.8 billion in assets, up 19 percent over the previous year. [5]

**Non-value-added healthcare expenditure is high**

U.S. spending on healthcare is 17.8 percent of GDP, considerably greater than ten other similar countries, where the mean is 11.5 percent. The major drivers of higher spending are not demographics, social determinants, public health spending, or over-utilization of healthcare services, although each of those items vary, but rather higher administrative costs and higher prices.
A 2019 article estimated the total cost of waste in U.S. healthcare to be as high as $935 billion, about 25 percent of total spend. The largest two drivers of waste were administrative complexity ($265.6 billion) and pricing failure ($240.5 billion). [6] Administrative costs accounted for 8 percent of healthcare spending, versus 1 percent to 3 percent in other developed countries. U.S. healthcare service prices are substantially higher than comparable counties, driven primarily by input prices and pharmaceutical spend that are twice that of other high income countries. [7]

**Price transparency offers business opportunities for providers**

Price transparency promises major business opportunities for providers. The healthcare marketplace has increased in complexity in both terms of service and organization over the last 40 years. This complexity has distanced these organizations from their consumers and the industry has lost sight of consumer preferences, consumer experience, and the practical constraints on the consumer’s ability to pay. This mismatch between producers and consumers of healthcare services leads to an opportunity for a new entrant to simplify, cut prices, and radically change the industry structure.

Three components combine to create this unprecedented opportunity for providers to transform healthcare markets: 1) the move toward high deductible plans in the employer sponsored market, 2) the presence of significant non-value-added activities in and around healthcare transactions, and 3) the extreme price variation and high price levels in healthcare markets. As price transparency expands, either by government mandate or market pressure, a growing body of research suggests that average prices to consumers will decline. More importantly, price transparency fosters a market-driven environment that rewards innovative provider models.

This is the path of creative destruction and disruptive innovation supported by free markets. For providers with distinguished brands or services differentiated in terms of quality, cost, or both, this is a moment to seize a once-in-a-generation opportunity to lead, transform, and benefit consumers and themselves.

**Healthcare Price Variation Has A Major Impact on Consumers**

*Consumers increasingly are facing higher out-of-pocket costs*
As high deductible plans proliferate, consumers will increasingly face the full price of medical care services until their deductible is met. This price could either be hidden price, one negotiated in secret between payor and provider or, with greater transparency, it could be a price posted up front by the provider. Numerous studies have indicated that the price level will change depending on the path taken.

A 2019 report by the RAND Corporation analyzed price variation in hospital services using employer-sponsored private health plan claims data. Using Medicare pricing methodologies, including the imbedded adjustment for patient populations, regional variations in cost, and other factors such as research costs, the study recalculated employer sponsored claims as if they were Medicare claims. This effectively created an adjusted baseline price for facility and state-by-state comparison. Hospital prices, combining inpatient and outpatient services, varied significantly by state, ranging from a low of 150 percent of Medicare (Michigan) to a high of 300 percent (Indiana). Prices ranged even more for outpatient services, where the maximum reimbursement was 600 percent of Medicare. [8]

**A new comparison of bundled cash prices to commercial reimbursement for similar services**

While prior research has documented both the price level and price variation paid by commercial insurers relative to Medicare, to date there has not been a comparison with cash prices for similar services. We performed such a comparison of bundled cash prices for a subset of services compared with commercially reimbursed amounts for the same service bundles.

We began by obtaining a sample of more than one billion claims for commercial insurers for July 2017 to July 2019. [9] These claims were then bundled into services by incorporating the most common professional and institutional claims that are associated with the procedure. From this information we calculated the allowed amount, which is the true price.

We performed the same exercise for cash payment of equivalent services over a similar time frame utilizing data supplied by MDSave, the largest cash transaction platform in the U.S. MDSave allows providers to place transparent cash prices in the market and, in turn, enables consumers to purchase a bundled healthcare service online thereby mirroring consumer e-commerce experiences in most other sectors. The consumer receives a voucher for the service
at the chosen provider and the provider receives reimbursement from MDSave within a week of service delivery. This is a largely frictionless transaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure Bundle</th>
<th>Cash 1st Quartile</th>
<th>Cash 3rd Quartile</th>
<th>Insurance 1st Quartile</th>
<th>Insurance 3rd Quartile</th>
<th>Cash IQR (Q1 - Q3)/Q1</th>
<th>Insurance IQR (Q3 - Q1)/Q1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Blood Count Test</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$24</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>582%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Metabolic Test</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$31</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$27</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>145%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray Exam of Neck Spine</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$109</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$177</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>670%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammogram of One Breast</td>
<td>$164</td>
<td>$191</td>
<td>$101</td>
<td>$281</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>178%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Scan of Head/Brain</td>
<td>$249</td>
<td>$297</td>
<td>$432</td>
<td>$1,424</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>230%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI Pelvis</td>
<td>$646</td>
<td>$781</td>
<td>$673</td>
<td>$2,131</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>217%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET Scan Image w/ CT of Whole Body</td>
<td>$1,686</td>
<td>$2,207</td>
<td>$1,607</td>
<td>$4,135</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>157%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonoscopy Diagnostic with Biopsy</td>
<td>$1,968</td>
<td>$2,310</td>
<td>$1,172</td>
<td>$2,342</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonsillectomy and Adenoidectomy, Over Age 12</td>
<td>$3,228</td>
<td>$4,464</td>
<td>$3,258</td>
<td>$5,361</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaginal Delivery</td>
<td>$6,739</td>
<td>$8,053</td>
<td>$6,784</td>
<td>$10,121</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Section Delivery</td>
<td>$8,177</td>
<td>$9,462</td>
<td>$9,454</td>
<td>$15,792</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder Repair</td>
<td>$8,221</td>
<td>$10,676</td>
<td>$20,148</td>
<td>$31,175</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL or MCL Repair</td>
<td>$9,192</td>
<td>$11,312</td>
<td>$6,121</td>
<td>$11,665</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysterectomy</td>
<td>$11,460</td>
<td>$14,907</td>
<td>$4,844</td>
<td>$11,562</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>139%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of Prostate Gland and Surrounding Tissue</td>
<td>$12,190</td>
<td>$13,749</td>
<td>$25,060</td>
<td>$40,003</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 compares the spread between cash and insurance in prices for the same 15 bundled procedures. We compare select lab, imaging, and routine procedures. We chose to report the 25th and 75th percentile interquartile ranges as this middle 50 percent of the respective distribution is the most conservative comparison.

Several observations are noteworthy. Focusing first on individual price levels, the 25th percentile for cash is lower than the insurer price in about half the cases. With two exceptions, however, the 75th percentile cash price is less expensive than the insurer price, often substantially. Thus, the cash price tends to be lower at the higher end of the price range.
Second, we constructed a market basket of services, weighted by the relative frequency of procedures, and quantified the difference in the average cash versus insurer price. On average, the cash price was 39 percent less expensive for the same market basket compared with the insurer price.

Third, the mean interquartile spread is 22 percent for cash compared to 77 percent for insurance. Hence, there is significantly more variation in the distribution of insurer prices for the same service. Moreover, insurer prices are frequently higher at the high end.

Why the comparisons matter

The results of the studies are important. If there were little variation in price, the cost of not shopping would be low. For example, few individuals engage in active search for gasoline prices as the market is competitive and the variation is low, with price variation mainly driven by location differences.

By contrast, the healthcare evidence here suggests that, given the significant price variation in the insurer market, consumers are significantly disadvantaged if they do not shop. It is not plausible for service or quality differences to warrant such price variation. Instead, this data is consistent with a market characterized by limited price competition.

Again, these differences are important. The RAND study estimated that shifting prices from the 75th percentile to the 25th percentile would reduce hospital care costs for employers by 40 percent. This would have a major impact on healthcare expenditures, because hospital care accounts for 44 percent of total personal healthcare spending for privately insured individuals.

Impact Of Transparency On Prices

A limited body of peer-reviewed literature has further quantified the impact of transparency on healthcare prices. James Robinson and Timothy Brown analyzed a 2011 price transparency program with California Public Employees Retirement System enrollees. In this program, enrollees were provided with procedure-specific shoppable prices for hip and knee replacements, as well as a list of high quality, low cost facilities. Furthermore, if the enrollee elected a high cost facility, he or she was liable for any amount above the reference price. In the
first year of the program, employees chose low cost facilities 21.2 percent more frequently and high cost facilities 34.3 percent less frequently. Prices at low cost facilities remained constant and high cost facility prices declined by 18 percent. [10]

A 2014 article analyzed claims data for three common services—laboratory tests, advanced imaging, and clinician office visits—comparing a cohort of employees that used employer-provided price transparency platforms with those that did not. Use of the price transparency platform resulted in lower reimbursement prices in all three areas, albeit with greater reduction in laboratory and imaging than in clinician office visits. [11] Similar results were found in a 2019 study of the Kentucky Employee Health Plan [12] and by Hans Christensen and colleagues. [13]

The Southwest Airlines Analog

**Southwest disrupted the airline industry**

Southwest Airlines provides a useful example from another industry. Consider the airline industry in 1970, before Southwest. The industry was highly regulated, complex, and inefficient, with prices so high that most consumers could not afford to fly. Along came a visionary, Southwest Airlines founder Herb Kelleher, with an entirely contrarian perspective. He believed that if air travel could be reimagined, reengineered, and delivered at far lower cost, new consumers would flood into the market.

Kelleher had a fundamentally different belief about underlying demand and demand elasticity for airline travel. The existing market incumbents, oriented toward business travel, assumed a relatively inelastic demand for air travel. Kelleher’s conjecture was that the demand for recreational travel was huge, but price elastic. Reaching this market required radical changes to services, delivery, production, distribution, and pricing.

Incumbents argued that the changes were heresy and that regulation was necessary to prevent collapse of the industry. Those same incumbents sued to prevent Southwest from offering low-cost and regulatory-exempt flights within the state of Texas. Because of this opposition and regulatory inertia, four years passed before Southwest could fly its first flight. This path to launch was so arduous that Kelleher described the first flight as his “proudest moment in business,” which he celebrated by crying and kissing the airplane. [14]
Forty years later, we know that Herb Kelleher was right. Airline prices have dropped by half and Americans travel by air five times more frequently. [15, 16]

Reduced air travel prices have not come at the cost of safety, reduced wages, or lower customer satisfaction. Air travel is also safer now than ever before. [17] Southwest pilots are the most productive and among the highest paid in the industry. [18, 19] Southwest Airlines has the highest customer satisfaction of any U.S. airline. [20]

**Consider the parallels in U.S. healthcare**

We believe there are logical parallels to the U.S. healthcare industry. Consider regulation and complexity. Healthcare regulation today is greater than that of the airline industry in 1970, as healthcare is regulated in each state and by multiple national governing bodies. Also like the 1970s airline industry, healthcare processes and systems have grown to staggering levels of complexity. The healthcare industry continues to invest in infrastructure and services that a cash-paying customer would not value, further increasing costs.

Now compare the price state of healthcare. A baby delivery in 1960 was 1.6 times the price of a flight from Chicago to Phoenix. Today a normal baby delivery is 30 times the price of such a flight.

**The Size Of The Opportunity Depends On Elasticity Of Demand**

Ultimately, the size of the opportunity in healthcare depends on the elasticity of demand. While estimating elasticity is difficult, research suggests the demand for medical care is relatively inelastic. Randall Ellis and colleagues estimated elasticities, depending on the type of service, to range from -0.02 to -0.44. [21] If demand is relatively inelastic, reflecting these estimates, the opportunity is smaller. Most benefits of price transparency would be limited to reduction in administrative costs.

As noted above, however, even in this more limited case, the opportunity is massive. Administrative waste in healthcare is estimated to be twice the size of the U.S. airline industry. [22] By charging cash-paying customers upfront, even at lower prices, providers can differentiate and remove downstream costs. Simplifying payments would also go a long way to
address some of the worst aspects of health, including harassing and suing indebted patients. [23]

Yet healthcare demand might actually be more price elastic. Amanda Kowalski estimates demand elasticities between -0.76 and -1.49, significantly higher than prior estimates. [24] This estimate places us in the world of Southwest Airlines circa 1970.

The cash pay market for healthcare is already large, at more than $300 billion per year, and will continue to grow. Even at moderate price elasticities, the opportunity is substantial. Price-sensitive consumer demand, not government regulation, will drive the industry to a new equilibrium in service, venue, and price.

**Looking Forward: Price Transparency Will Benefit Consumers and Create Opportunities For Providers**

In industry after industry, consumer-driven innovation has led to improved customer experience and cost reduction. Even in regulated, capital-intensive markets with high barriers to entry, such as financial services, telecommunications, energy, and transportation, consumer-led innovation is spurring transformation. Healthcare should be next.

One might expect that reducing prices for healthcare services would result in lower physician salaries or net income to providers. However, such reductions will not necessarily occur. Given the estimates of pricing failures and administrative waste, simplification of the revenue cycle that addresses both issues holds the promise for a bright future.

Fifty years of insulation from consumer-driven demand signals has brought minimal health gains at massively increased costs. Consumers and healthcare leaders should be seeking to become and empower agents of change. Who will step forward as the Herb Kelleher of healthcare?
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